
Message from the Chairman 

The year 2007 was exceptionally productive. COAF continued its community 
revitalization program in the Republic of Armenia, promoting citizen participation to 
address the critical needs of rural communities for economic and social revitalization. 

Our annual development budget exceeded that of prior years — totaling US $2.7 million — 
and this investment in poverty reduction returned record results. In 2007 we completed four 
major reconstruction projects — the schools of Dalarik, Lernagog and Shenik, and the Karakert 
community center. Our program activities delivered outstanding results. Among those, the COAF 
health team continued to implement both long-term and immediate interventions addressing 
the complex health care needs of vulnerable populations. We strengthened our programs in 
maternal and child health, family planning and reproductive health, treatment of infectious 
diseases, nutrition, community-based primary health care and health education. Working closely 
with local citizens, we continued to lay the foundations for education reform and economic 
growth, devoting considerable efforts to develop the skills, knowledge and resources of the local 
communities.  

In 2007 we reached more than 20,000 residents in Argina, Dalarik, Karakert, Lernagog, 
Miasnikian and Shenik, and expanded our health and social programs to villages outside the 
Model Cluster, including Arteni, Baghramyan, Houshakert and Yervandashat. True to our shared 
vision of rebuilding rural communities, we explored new approaches and worked closely with 
local citizens, forming Community Development Funds in each of the villages and designing 
and implementing projects to generate revenue for these funds. Our emphasis on participation 
further increased interest so that as the year progressed, at every town hall meeting there were 
individual citizens, village committees and ground staff with independent accomplishments 
or works-in-progress to report. This helped not only in spreading awareness of community 
development and entrepreneurship, but in gaining new partners in our overall efforts. 

We could not have achieved any of the record results summarized in this report without the 
steadfast support of our donors and the dedication of our staff, both at headquarters and in the 
field. We continue our commitment to helping rural communities in Armenia and elsewhere in 
the world and count on the continued support of our magnanimous donors. 

Garo H. Armen, PhD 
Founder & Chairman 
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COAF’s Participatory Integrated  
Rural Development Model
In 2007, COAF continued and expanded on operations in the Republic 
of Armenia. The focus was on addressing the critical and immediate 
problems in each village of the Model Cluster, namely Argina, Dalarik, 
Karakert, Lernagog, Miasnikian and Shenik, which included a restoration 
of the infrastructure necessary to support a modernized health care system, 
social and education reforms, and economic development projects. 

COAF continued to refine its cluster-based development model using a participatory approach to sustainable development. 
Throughout the year, COAF field staff, village coordinating committees and the Mayors’ Council [represented by the 
mayors of all six villages] worked together toward a common goal of investing in collaborative learning and leveraging 
resources that can be shared across all six villages.

The foundations of COAF’s development program are an-
chored in the four pillars of its Participatory Integrated Rural 
Development model.  These are:

•	 Participation:	from planning to ownership, encourag-
ing social inclusion

•	 Partnership: among villages and with local and regional 
government, other NGOs, international organizations and 
donors 

•	 Productivity:	including capacity building and knowledge 
transfer building upon the health, social, educational and 
economic peculiarities of the target area, with special 
consideration for wom-
en’s issues

•	 Preservation: beyond 
sustainability including 
preservation of public 
institutions and consid-
eration of associated 
cultural values

COAF seeks to reverse the impoverished conditions affecting significant numbers 
of Armenia’s children by revitalizing Armenia’s villages and implementing 
projects that provide immediate and sustainable benefits to children and 
youth.   We accomplish our mission by implementing our unique Participatory Integrated Rural 

Development Program that aims to improve the lives of vulnerable communities by providing the 

necessary infrastructure and essential resources for community-based sustainable development and 

providing villagers with the opportunities and tools to rebuild and revitalize their communities.  

There are several elements that we have identified 
as the most critical success factors of our develop-
ment model.  These are:

•	 Commitment: donor/sponsor commitment 
to the breadth and depth of issues identi-
fied, stakeholder and community participation, 
beneficiary commitment to learning-by-doing, 
capacity building, and developing relationships 
and networks

•	 Process: collective shared vision and goals, 
effective leadership and centralized organiza-
tion and working 
partnerships

•	 Outcome: inno-
vative solutions, 
ways to measure 
success and focus 
on outcomes
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Infrastructure
The infrastructure component of COAF’s comprehensive rural development 
program is based on the principle that upgrading infrastructure is essential 
to reducing poverty and achieving sustainable growth. Our infrastructure 
projects aim at improving access to vital resources such as water, gas and roads, 
and at enabling access to other socially-essential resources and services such as 
schools, health clinics and community centers. 

In 2007, COAF’s main infrastructure focus was in education. Recognizing 
that education is the principal catalyst for developing human resources, and 
as such, it is the backbone of social and economic development, COAF took 
its education component up a gear, dedicating 50 percent of its 2007 budget 
to education infrastructure. This financial commitment was necessary for 
launching the systemic education reform program planned for the following 
year. The schools of Dalarik, Lernagog and Shenik were fully renovated and 
refurnished, providing 1,120 children with the foundation they need to grow 
up healthy, confident and successful. The education reform program will 
provide the best possible principals and teachers, refreshed library resources, 
teaching tools and technology, tutoring, mentoring and much more. 

Internet connectivity was brought 
to Dalarik, Shenik and Argina, 
thus completing the Internet 
connectivity project for the entire 
Model Cluster. This project laid the 
foundation for the children and 
youth of the Model Cluster to gain 
exposure to global information and 
expand their knowledge and skills 
beyond geographical boundaries. 

The capital reconstruction of the 
Karakert Community Center and Public Library — a COAF/USAID/UNDP 
partnered project — continued from the prior year and was completed in 
December 2007. Additionally, COAF built a public park adjacent to 
the Karakert Community Center, successfully engaging a local private 
entrepreneur to partner in construction.  The Armenia Tree Project donated 
trees and bushes for park landscaping.  

In 2007, COAF drew a three-way partnership with UNDP and the Muncipality 
of Yervandashat to construct a potable water supply to benefit the 825 residents 
of that village. COAF’s share of this agreement was the construction of a 
150 m3 reservoir and water purification system. Other infrastructure projects 
completed in 2007 included repaving the principal roads of Lernagog with 
state funding and rehabilitating the internal water network through funding 
by a quasi-governmental private organization. 

The inter-village passenger transportation system established in the prior year 
continued to connect all six villages, facilitating trade and the exchange of 
knowledge and expertise, while promoting social interaction among village 
families.

Our infrastructure 
projects aim at 
improving access 
to vital resources 
such as water, gas 
and roads, and at 
enabling access 
to other socially-
essential resources 
and services 
such as schools, 
health clinics 
and community 
centers. 
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Economic Development
Rural Armenia faces challenges related to job creation, advanced management 
know-how and marketing protocols, access to new technology and financing, 
infrastructure and optimal land use. COAF’s economic development program 
focuses on helping villagers address these challenges through various technical 
and intermediary assistance initiatives for improved business planning and 
access to financing. 

In 2007, COAF mobilized micro-finance institutions to help groups of 
villagers obtain small business loans. The project assisted 35 families in 
attaining loans and successfully launching micro-businesses in agriculture. 

Additionally, COAF partnered with private enterprises to diversify the business 
sector. One such partnership with Made in Armenia Direct trained five young 
women in handicrafts. These women have become micro-entrepreneurs and 
have trained others in making handcrafted products that are sold in the 
United States. The second partnership was with the Anahit Beauty Salon in 
Yerevan, where five young village women were trained in hairdressing. The 
graduates have now created their own private micro-businesses. 

Within the sphere of our development projects in 2007 and as a direct result 
of the improved economic activity, 742 new jobs were created. Of these, 71 
percent were in agriculture (seasonal), 9 percent in services and 20 percent in 
various other occupations. Additionally, 74 temporary jobs were created in 
COAF construction projects through a stipulation that requires contractors 
to draw 30 percent of construction workers from the local communities. 

Overall, the Model Cluster population increased by an average 4.1 percent 
in 2007, primarily as a result of a drop in the number of laborers seeking 
employment abroad and a trend of families moving to the Model Cluster 
villages for increased job opportunities and better living conditions. Another 
derivative outcome was the average twofold increase in the price of real estate 
in 2007. Increased economic activity is also confirmed by private initiatives in 
Model Cluster villages. In this year, there was increased private reconstruction 
activity in the villages — home improvements and building or expanding of 
small businesses.

A year ago, Mrs. Astghik and her 
husband struggled to support their 
family of five in the small rural 
community of Shenik located in 
COAF’s Model Cluster. In May 2007, 
COAF introduced a micro-financing 
program in partnership with ECLOF 
(Ecumenical Microfinance For 
Human Development). Mrs. Astghik 
formed a small group with four 
other women in her neighborhood 
and they applied for a short-term 
group loan. The women learned 
basic business skills and embarked 
on their own business efforts. 

Mrs. Astghik bought a calf in June 
and after four months of nurturing 
the young animal, she sold it. “I 
doubled my money and after I paid 
back the loan, I had enough to feed 
my family during the harsh winter. 
I see big changes in my life,” said 
Mrs. Astghik. “My husband is having 
a difficult time finding a job. I have 
been able to help substantially with 
the expenses.” 

She smiled with confidence as she 
spoke about her plans for 2008. 
“I will do more next year, perhaps 
try a longer term loan and triple 
my business.” Opportunities like 
this are life-altering for villagers like 
Mrs. Astghik — the small loan that 
she acquired not only alleviated the 
stresses of a particularly bad winter, 
but it also empowered her with 
independent financial control and a 
newfound sense of business strategy.  
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Health Care
The predominant health care methodology in the rural 
communities of the Republic of Armenia is reactionary, 
built on the practice of responding to health concerns in 
the acute stage. COAF’s health care program focuses on 
reversing that practice by ensuring full access to preventative 
and primary healthcare services, including modern testing, 
diagnosis and follow-up. COAF’s community health 
education program ensures that village communities are 
systematically provided with information and skills to 
reduce health risks; they are encouraged to stop using 
tobacco products, to eat healthy foods and to otherwise 
conduct healthy lifestyles. 

In 2007, COAF’s medical staff continued on-the-job training and monitoring of the activities of six health care 
facilities and 28 medical personnel, which recorded a 28 percent record increase in the use of the local health clinics. 
Additionally, 56 health professionals completed various training courses, including in interpretation of ECG Results, 
algorithms of emergency interventions and medical manipulations. The Dalarik and Karakert clinic lab facilities were 
modernized and operated according to established standards thereby increasing access to basic medical testing. Special 
attention was focused on the Miasnikian Polyclinic’s diagnostic capacity. A new X-ray unit had been acquired in the 
prior year with funding from the Armenian Medical Fund, USA and additional equipment for the clinical laboratory 
was purchased in the reporting year. These acquisitions and the associated training in 2007 doubled the number of 
patients X-rayed (385 total) and increased the number of patients referred for further medical attention by 21 percent. 

Children’s health continued to receive special attention. This is an important focus for COAF because young people 
are unable to act as self-advocates and because their health determines the health of the future population. COAF 
expanded its health care program to address all aspects of children’s health and rights. Three school health rooms 
were equipped with basic medical screening equipment and supplies, and school staff nurses were trained in health 
screening, providing first aid and basic medical care. This increased capacity in schools and made it possible for 2,622 
children to be screened (58 percent of all children in the Model Cluster). 

Through the work of COAF-sponsored mobile medical teams and our staff physician, 731 women and expectant 
mothers received OB/GYN care and 140 women were PAP-tested, of which 35 were diagnosed with cervical pre-cancer 
and were registered in the continuous monitoring group. COAF’s dental project, in partnership with the Armenian 
Dental Society of California, screened 1,198 children and provided follow-up dental care to 195 children throughout 
the cluster. The eye care project realized the eye examination of 2,638 children. And finally, in collaboration with 
various organizations, COAF provided medications and vitamins to 2,903 villagers. 

In 2007, the COAF staff trainers completed trainings for 
152 teachers, youth and community volunteers in healthy 
lifestyle, management of chronic diseases, child health 
care, preventive care, prenatal care and cervical and breast 
cancer prevention. Also, in partnership with the Armenian 
Red Cross Society, 298 kindergarten and elementary 
school children acquired basic knowledge and skills in 
safe behavior and first aid; and 216 teachers, youth and 
community volunteers received a six-day training in basic 
first aid. Notably, in 2007 village physicians and medical 
staff worked together with social workers and psychologists 
within the newly created Psycho-Social Project.
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Social Development
COAF’s social development program is geared to helping youth develop to 
their full potential through participation in clubs and community activities. 
Our program views the village Community Center as the heart of youth and 
adult activities. Recognizing that the most effective means of eradicating 
poverty is through the careful upbringing of the next generation, our social 
development program tends to the wellbeing, education and advancement 
of the village population. We aim at reinforcing the focus on a healthy 
environment for the whole family, where self-esteem, social interaction, 
cultural exposure and life skills are enriched. 

In 2007, parents and teachers participated 
in seminars dedicated to child development, 
social welfare, child rights, stress management, 
communication with children and effective ways 
of solving conflicts. Within the psycho-social 
project, COAF assisted 50 families with children 
without birth certificates, aided 18 families with 
enrollment in the State Social Assistance program, 
prevented three school drop-outs, worked with 

12 children with absenteeism problems and solved issues related to home 
schooling of children with disabilities. 

Also, COAF oversaw the second year of its youth club initiative. As a pilot 
project, the Young Writers’ Club was established in the Lernagog School, 
bringing together 16 youth of exceptional writing aptitude from grades 9-11. 
These children have written articles and poems for publication in the Cluster 
monthly Shrjadartz, a publication issued every month without interruption. 

In partnership with the Center for Agribusiness 
and Rural Development (CARD), COAF 
established two youth clubs in Shenik and 
Karakert in addition to the two clubs of Argina 
and Lernagog formed in the previous year. Twenty 
youth were recruited as club members and were 
trained in caring for the sheep they received. The 
successful results recorded from the COAF-CARD 
youth clubs encouraged a new initiative with the 
Armenia Tree Project (ATP) in which botanical 
clubs were formed in four villages. An ATP expert 

in organic agribusiness conducted classes for 50 children from four villages. 
Club members also took field trips to the ATP Karin Nursery to upgrade their 
knowledge about the plants on site. 

COAF continued capacity building of the local staff. Four journalists of the 
Cluster monthly Shrjadartz were trained in developing content, paper design 
and marketing for improved sale. COAF saw the expansion of the waste 
management operation, regulated by a local non-governmental organization 
from Lernagog, which continued to enroll residents and local businesses 

Anna, the second child of a socially 
vulnerable family, was born with a 
birth deformity of the feet.  At 14 
months, she had her first surgery for 
bilateral talipes equinovarus (more 
commonly known as club foot). 
As she got older her heels began 
to revert and her toes started to 
hook back. Her orthopedist felt 
that she needed a follow-up surgery 
to give her feet the best chance to 
grow as straight as possible, and 
she underwent a second procedure 
in October 2006. Though Anna 
continued to be under the care 
of physicians for many years, it 
is since her last surgery that the 
COAF social worker, psychologist 
and family physician have taken an 
interdisciplinary approach to her 
recuperation, short-term home-
schooling and readjustment. Because 
of her physical disability,  Anna’s 
interpersonal relationships had 
suffered, and she showed signs of 
seclusion and aggression with her 
peers. The therapy Anna received 
from the COAF team has brought 
back her self-confidence and ability 
to find joy in classroom learning 
and in playtime with her peers. In 
addition to the marked social and 
emotional renewal that has resulted 
from the COAF team’s multi-faceted 
involvement in her life,  Anna’s 
determination is soaring—she 
now enjoys studying dance at the 
Karakert Community Center.Continued on page 7
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in the fee-for-service contractual assistance. Allowing residents to invest 
in the aesthetic and sanitation of their community will lead to increased 
sustainability of COAF’s programs. 

As a social assistance initiative, COAF provided clothing and school kits to 
19 children who were at risk to drop out of school. Additionally, 368 socially 
vulnerable families received clothing and Christmas baskets with food. An 
important success that COAF realized jointly with ATP was the distribution 
of 14,729 apricot trees to 2,907 families throughout the Model Cluster. This 
initiative was made possible through the sponsorship of Armenian-American 
entrepreneur Bryan Bedrosian.

Education 
Learning reform is a major part of 
COAF’s educational developmental 
program; and COAF promotes 
high academic achievement for 
every child in the Model Cluster. 
The elements of COAF’s education 
reform program include preparing 
and retraining the next generation 
of outstanding teachers and 
administrators for the kindergartens 
and schools and establishing after-
school and extra-curricular programs 
that challenge children and youth by 
upgrading language and computer 
skills and offering age-appropriate activities in safe, productive and healthy 
environments. Both elements are expected to improve the academic 
performance of children so that their full potential can be supported. 

An important achievement in 2007 was the seven-day training of 30 
elementary school and preschool teachers, coupled with field trips to Yerevan 
educational resource centers and regular monitoring and mentoring by 
expert educators. As a measure to reinforce classroom training by Step-by-
Step educators, participating teachers had the opportunity to attend select 
educational centers in Yerevan, where they were introduced to models of 
thematic teaching, lesson planning, and other approaches to improving 
children’s learning environment. 

As in the previous year, COAF offered after-school English language classes. 
141 children participated in a four-month course and made considerable 
progress in English. Additionally, and as part of COAF’s vision of furthering 
the use of renovated school buildings to include community learning 
opportunities, basic computer classes were offered at various levels of software 
use and in system administration. Fourteen youth and adults completed 
these training courses.

Lernagog School Reopens

On September 1, 2007, the children of 
Lernagog started the new academic year 
like all school-age children in Armenia. 
Just like every other year, the pupils, 
teachers and parents gathered at the 
school entrance for the peal of the “first 
bell.” But a lot was different on this day. 
“This is not just another September 1st 
for our village,” remarked the principal, 
Koryun Makaryan. “Today marks the 
30th anniversary of our school.  And 
what better way could we celebrate this 
anniversary than entering our totally 
renovated ‘new’ school.”
 
There were speeches and recitations 
all rejoicing in the new beginning and 
expressing hope for a better future. 
“Even though I’m no longer attending 
this school, I am so happy that my sister 
and brothers will study here without the 
distraction of leaking roofs and squeaking 
school desks,” stated Hasmik, a former 
honor student and graduate of the school. 
Her younger sister looked up to her and 
said smiling, “I’m going to excel just like 
you, maybe I’ll even do a little better given 
the added positive energy our “new” 
school exudes…” 

Lernagog School before reconstruction

Lernagog School after reconstruction
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COAF Accomplishments in 2007  
in the six villages of Karakert,  
Argina, Dalarik, Lernagog, Miasnikian 
and Shenik 

 ü Through 37 projects in 10 villages, COAF’s direct contribution to rural 
development efforts amounted to over $2.7 million 

 ü 742 new jobs were created — 71 percent in agriculture (seasonal), 9 
percent in the service industry and 20 percent in various other occupa-
tions 

 ü 74 temporary jobs were created in COAF construction projects 

 ü 35 families acquired micro-loans to start agribusinesses and increase 
family income 

 ü 1,120 children benefited from reconstruction projects that provided 
healthy schools and increased attendance 

 ü 368 vulnerable families received humanitarian assistance 

 ü 493 expectant women gained access to vitamins and information to 
better manage their pregnancy, have safe deliveries and enjoy healthy 
newborn care 

 ü 2,638 children received full physicals, including eye examinations 

 ü 131 children and adults prevented future eyesight problems through 
early diagnosis and treatment 

 ü 1,198 children received dental care 

 ü 2,903 villagers gained access to medication and vitamins 

 ü 666 community volunteers and educators were trained in first aid, best 
practices in healthy life styles, management of chronic diseases and pre-
vention of infectious diseases 

 ü 150 parents and educators were trained in child rights and learned 
communication skills for dealing with stress in children and for solving 
school conflicts

 ü 56 health care professionals acquired best practices in prenatal care, 
healthy life style, first aid, cervical and breast cancer prevention
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Financial Summary 
We are pleased to present a summary of the consolidating 
financial statements for the Children of Armenia Fund, Inc. 
and Armenian subsidiary for the period ending December 31, 
2007 which bear an unqualified auditing statement from the 
accounting firm Lutz and Carr, LLP. The audit was conducted 
in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the 
United States.

COAF’s Balance Sheet and Income Statement 
(December 31, 2007)

Assets Liabilities and Net Assets

Cash and cash 
equivalents

$1,887,999 Accounts 
Payable

$240,761

Unconditional 
promises to give 
(unrestricted)

$749,668 Net Assets 
Unrestricted

$2,853,360

Prepaid expenses 
and other current 
assets

$195,879 Net Assets 
(Temporarily 
Restricted)

$219,015

Non Marketable 
Investment

$410,015

Property and  
equipment

$69,575

Total: $3,313,136 Total  
Liabilities & 
Net Assets:

$3,313,136

Total Revenue: $3,699,853

Total Program 
Expenses:

$2,729,210

  

Foundations &
Corporations

$1,547,267
41%

Individual
Support

$2,226,045
59%

Total Public Support 2007
$3,773,312*

*amounts do not include investment changes

Shenik
17% Dalarik

28%

Other
8%

Karakert 
10%Lernagog

37%

Expenditures by Village 2007

Total Program Expenditures 2007
By Component - $2,729,210

Infrastructure
$2,007,940

74%

Soft Program
Costs

$721,270
26%

90% of expenditures were directed to Program Services in the Cluster of six villages. 

A full financial report is available upon request:

Children of Armenia Fund, Inc. 
162 Fifth Avenue, Suite 900 
New York, NY 10010 
(212)994-8234 
info@coafkids.org
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Jeanette & Hagop Ekizian
Lerna Ekmekcioglu
Satenik & Gary Eldemir
Helen & Jerry Emerzian
Renita Esayian
Nadya & Vartan Esenyan
Sarah & Sarkis Esmerian
Lillian Etmekjian
Silva Tutunjian & Seto Eurdekian  
Garabed Fattal
Cynthia & Larry Feinberg
Nila & Nazareth Festekjian
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Sharon Fierstein
Jean & Irving Fleckman
Wallace Forbes
Lena & Scott Fritts
Anne Gambardella
Elizabeth & Victor Ganjian
Nancy & Victor Ganjian

Garabed Zambak Memorial Fund
Mary & Hygus Garabedian
Hazel Morrow & George Garabian
Margaret & Joseph Garcia
Pelagia & George Gardianos
Virginia & George Garjian
Charles Garoklanian
Rouletta & Henry Gasparian
David Gavoor
Charles Gazarian
Garo Gazurian†

GE Foundation
Arshag Gechijian
Helen Geogerian
Krikor Ghazarian
David Gijiriguian
Amy Giligian
Nelly & Bob Gipson
Barbara & Michael Giulioli
Elisabeta Givelechian
Gohar Association
Berc Gokberk
Goldman Sachs 
Alyse Goodman
Victoria & Thomas Goodrick
Christine & Sheldon Gordon
Clare & Vartan Gregorian
Maria & Hamazasp Gregorian
Harry Gregory
Aline & Paul Griffin
Mary Grigorian Greene
Arshak Grigoryan
Stephen Gurahian
Michael Guzelian
Haig Hachigian
Vartuhi & Antranik Hacikian
Ava Hacopian
Romen Hadadan
Barbara & Samuel Hagopian
Rose Hagopian
Sarah & Garo Hagopian
Talin & Barkev Hagopian
Lillian & Arthur Hairabedian
Hagop Hakissian
Tico Hakobian
Floraine Halejian
Michael Hall
Grace & Lee Hamptian
Martha Hananian
Celia Handigian
Alice & Popkin Harabedian
Jirair Haratunian
Marie & Michael Haratunian
Marion Haroutunian
N. Arpi Haroutunian
Vera & Norair Hartunian
Ralph Hashoian
Hripsime & Haig Hatchikian
Yuen Szeto-Hawk & Eric Hawk 
Linda Haytayan
Cynthia & Harry Healer
Lois & Laurence Hellenberg
Murray Hellenberg
Rorri & Steven Heller

Sabrina Hirachian
Susan & Andrew Hirsch
Eileen & Andrew Hoffman
Arpi Hovagimian
Barbara & Ralph Hovanesian
Armani Hovsepian
Claire & Zaven Hovsepian
Megan & Ronald Hovsepian
Ingalls and Snyder, LLC
The Invus Group, LLC
Siragan & Arthur Ipekgian
Shenorig Ishkanian
Brandi Jackson
Rose & George Jamgochian
Aida & Magardici Jamgocian
Aline & Raffi Jamgotchian
Noone & Vahan Janjigian
Blair Johnson
Sona & Vincent Jones
Deani & Tom Jordan
Wadih Jordan
Kim & Robert Kachikian
Nune Kadzhikyan
Arpi & Ara Kahyaoglu
Rose Kalajian
Tanya & Mitchell Kalpakgian
Elizabeth & Varujan Kalustian 
Ann & Arlen Kantarian
Carla Kapikian
James Kaplan
Setta & Sebouh Karakashian
Kaloust Karakelian
Victoria & Hampar Karamanoukian
Zepur & John Karkazian
Suzanne Kasabian
Karen & Lusine Kasabyan
Bill Kasparian
Barkev Kassarjian
Marisol & James Katchadurian
Irene & George Katrandjian
Pamela & Andrew Kaufmann
Rajiv Kaul
Margaret & Harry Kazanjian
Margaret & Jack Kazanjian
Nerses Kazanjian
Richard Kazigian
Satenik Kechejian
Grace Kechian
Joseph Kechichian
Edna & Harry Keleshian
Adele & Hratch Kervandjian 
Heddy & Ara Kervandjian
Elaine & James Keshian
Elizabeth & Edwin Keusey
Seta Keusey
Arlene Kevonian
Alice & George Kevorkian
Ani & Gary Khachian
Maggy & Joseph Khatcherian
Helen Kinoian
Gina & Paul Kinsella
Elise &  Steven Kline
Judith Kolligian
Christine & Thomas Koobatian 

2007 COAF Supporters
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Thank You

Nazaret Koroglu
Audrey & Stephen Kossayian
Arpi Koulajian
Christine & Armen Kourkounian
Edward Kozanlian
Anais & Hagop Kradjian
Rebecca & Charles Krikorian
Avula & Tomoko Krishna  
Vasken Kroshian
Marvin Krosinsky
Ann & Kyle Krueger
Louiza & Arthur Kubikian
Anet Kucuksirin
Krikor Kucukyan
Mihran Kupelian
Norma Kuredjian
Stuart Kuredjian
Nadia & Kevork Kuyumjian
Ladies of St. Vartanantz Church
Shari & Spencer Lampert 
Inhwa Lee
Sandra & Jim Leitner
Heripsime Ohanian & Matt Leonard
Hilton Levonian
Annie Leylek
Nora & Gerard Libaridian
Andrea Liebling
William Liess
Armine Lilejian
The Lincy Foundation
Laura & Joseph Linhares
Caitlin Long & Daniel McInerney
Shushan Simon & William Loos 
Peter Lorensian
Carol & Henry Loshigian
Anna Bruno & Michael Loshigian
Armie Lulejian
Norman Madanyan
George Maksian
Elza & Hovannes Malikyan
Dana Manoogian
Roseann & Martin Manoogian 
Louise Manoogian Simone
Arshalous & Hratch Manoukian
Hagop Manuelian
Lucille & John Manuelian
Noubar Manuelian
Verkine & Onnic Marashian
Darlene & Zohrab Marashlian 
Sonya & Aram Marashlian
Beatrice & Mihai Marcarian
Lucia & Andreas Marderosian
Christine & Shant Mardirossian
Anahid Markarian
Carl Markarian
James Markarian
Lois & Thomas Markarian
Mark Markarian
Markar Markarian
Sonia & Sarkis Markarian
Lorraine & George Marootian
Marcia Martin
Margaret Martin

Cynthia & Scott Matte
Evelyn & Edward Mazmanian
Alan Mazursky
Eileen Mckee
Anna Medzorian
Eva & Jack Medzorian
Carla & Aram Megerian
Garo Megerian
Sylvie & Armen Meguerditchian
Dorothy & George Mekenian
Lily & Stephen Mekenian
Nyire & Gregory Melconian
Alice & Cedric Melkonian
Sona Melkonian-Abousham
Nancy Mellon
Martha Mensoian
Mardig Merdinoglu
Nigogos Merdinoglu
Lucille & Aspet Merijanian
Karyn Metchikian
Diran Mikaelian
Richard Mikaelian
Sona Minakian
Amy & Philip Minasian
Stephen Minasian
Aida & Garo Minassian
Heros Minassian
Julia Mirak
Penny Mirigian
Ilda Misirliyan
Mission West Properties, Inc.
Anahid & Rapheal Missirian 
Alexandra Atkin & David Molyneux 
Robert Mooradian
Mark Moordian
Morgan Stanley 
Barbara & John Morris
Helen Mosesian
Barkey Mossoian
Vahak Mousigian
Beatrice & Avedis Movsesian
Andrea Murad
John Murphy
Marine & Kharen Musaelian
Laura & Harry Nahabedian
Sarah Nahabedian
Vahan Nahabedian
Shake & Vahe Nahapetian
Elenne & Louis Najarian
John Najarian
Iskuhi & Siranoush Nakashian
Nalbandian Family Foundation, Inc.
Anig & Martin Nalbandian
Azadouhi & Aram Narinian
Valerie & Carl Narsasian 
Lisa & Matthew Natcharian
Fay Navratil
Claudia & Levon  Nazarian
Madeleine & Yeprem Nazarian
Marditch Nazarian
Nazarian Family Foundation
Vera & Levon Nazarian
Carolyn & Paul Neeson

Domnica Negulescu
Adriana & Sarkis Nercessian
Ken Nersesian
Martha & Magardici Nersesian
Edward Nersessian
Network for Good
Newman's Own Foundation
Janice Norian
Sandra & Edward Norian
Alice Norsigian
Mary Gustafson & Amr Nosseir
Joan O'Mara
Gail & Richard O'Reilly
Diane Citron & John Oates
Anahis Odabashian
Betty Odabashian
Valerie & Aram Ogullukian
Mary & Sarkis Ohanessian
Gail & John Ohanian
Henry Ohanian
Yeghsapet & Garo Ohanian
Vanoosh & Jani Ohanian
Margaret Olivi
Apkar Omartian
Irma & Jirayr Orak
Anne Shirinian-Orlando &  

Denis Orlando
Gladys Ortiz
Victoria Ouligian
Nadine Cavusoglu & Sarkis Ozdemirci 
Harutyun Ozgun
Kinar Ozutucuyan
Alma† & Pedro Padron
Helen Pahigian
John Pakradounian
Aghavni Panjarjian
Alex Panossian
Catherine & George Papalian
Andrew Papazian
Margaret Papazian
Mary Papazian
Joanne Pappas
Ara Parseghian
Valerie & Adrian Parsegian
James Parsehyan
Tracy Parsons
Elizabeth & Ara Patapoutian
Caterina Foto & Paul Perfetti 
Julia & Alan Perl
Barbara Peters
Larry Peters
Linda & Thomas Petrone
Lynda Petrossian
Mardiros Petrossian
Marlene & Leo Pilibosian
Anahid & Poozant Piranian
Susan & Mark Pogharian
Mary & Andre Polissedjian
Beatrice & George Postian
Cindy & David Postian
Sybil & Gregory Postian
Taline & Harutyun Purut
Pushman Gallery, Inc.

Patrick Quinn
David Rabinowitz
Marcia Rabinowitz
Adela Ramirez
Deborah BozBeckian Raptopoulos & 

Vassilios Raptopoulos
James Reda
Regina Reichbach
Gary Rejebian
Laura & Peter Rensel
Marc Robinson
Ropes & Gray, LLP
Eve Rosenberg
Melanie & Jirayr Roubinian
Sallee Rush
Helen Sahakian
Ludmila & Daniel Sahakian 
Margaret & Henry Sahakian
Seda & Henry Sahakian
Ara Sakayan
Mary & Sami Sanar
Carmen Sanchez
Alice Sangster
Armen Sanossian
Merle Santerian
Sapers and Wallack Insurance 

Company
Alex Sarafian
Nora & Richard Sarajian
Alice Saraydarian
Gayle & George Saraydarian
Lisa & Steven Saraydarian
Martha & Richard Saraydarian
Mary Ann & Gregory Saraydarian
Betty & Gregory Sarian
Harry Sarkisian
Lucille & Martin Sarkisian
Rose Sarkisian
Sylvia & Richard Sarkisian
Virgina & Harry Sarkisian
Jeanette Sarkisian-Wagner
Manoushag & Berge Sarkissian
Mary & Haig Sarkissian
Varsenne & Antranig Sarkissian 
Marie & Jack Saroyan
Rebecca Saroyan
Ani & Armenak Saryan
The LeRoy and Shoshana Schecter 

Family Foundation
Florence & Howard Schneiderman
Allison Schwabish
Gihon & Robert Sears
Lynne & Leonard Seastone
Debra & Haig Seferian
Anna & Steve Semerdjian
Mary Semerjian Smith
Carole & Suren Semonian
James Seraydar
Oskihan & Nazik Sesetyan
Irene Shadoian
Johanna & Donald† Shaghalian
Rebecca Shaghalian Larkin &  

John Larkin 

Brenda & Armen Shahinian
Dorothy Shahinian
Laura Shahinian
Varaz Shahmirian
Herbert Shahzade
Toros Shamlian Jr.
Sue Marsh-Shikiar & Albert Shikiar
Nadya Shmavonian
Rosemary & Karl Shmavonian
Verna & Barry Shmavonian
Norma & Arthur Shooshan
Edith Silver
Bizer Simonian
Constance Simonian
Lucy & Arthur Simonian
Violet & Puzant Sirabian
Andrea & Scott Sklar
Gary Snoonian
Barbara Soghigian
Patricia & Haig Soghigian
Stephanie & Richard Soghoian
Emma & Kaloust† Sogoian
Roobina & Ebram Sookazian
Edward Sornigian
Loreen Spencer
St. Gregory Cultural Committee
St. Gregory of Narek Armenian Church
St. Thomas' Episcopal Church
St. Vartan Armenian Church Youth 

Organization
Susan Stark
The Starr Foundation
Jennifer Starr-Yorke
Barbara Stepanian
Madeleine & Robert Stepanian
Richard Sterne
Bertron Stewart
Janice Straske
Pamela Meyers & Berjouhi Studer
Zepur & Ara Sutlian
Dina & Hagop Tabibian
Gladys & Zaven Tachdjian
Roseanne Tajmajer
Rosemary Takesian-Martin
Lisa & Vahan Tanal
Sui Chan & Kwok Tang
Lucy Ishkanian & Hagop Tankian 
Susan & Nathan Tarcov 
Michele & Andrew Targovnik
Martin Tarlaian
Anne & James Tarzian
Sonia Tashjian
Berge & Peter Tatian
Angel Tekirian
Daphne Telfeyan
Adrienne & Gregory Tenbekjian
Janet Thibault
Helen & Peter Thornton
The Tianaderrah Foundation
Kimberly & Thomas Tibbitts
Tiffany Garment Center, Inc.
Aram Tomasian
Araxy Toomajanian

Garo Toomajanian
Ann Toomey
David Toomey
Elizabeth & Jack Tootelian 
Anna & Kacheg Topalian
Leo Topjian
Bogos Torikian
Nairi & Gary Touryan
Elva & Zorab Toutoundjian
Jerry Tujian
Violet Tuntigian
Silvie Turabian
Alice Tutunjian
Anahid Ugurlayan
United Way of New York City
Candace Valdes
Vanguard Charitable Endowment 

Program
Nadya & Harutun Vaporciyan
Kirakos Vapurciyan
Diana & Nishan Vartabedian
Elizabeth & Leo Vartanian
Kouhar & Vartan Vartanian
Mher Vartanian
Zabel & Asbed Vassilian
Harold Vickery
Virginia & Albert Victoria
Nayda & Garo Voskerijian
Agnes Voskian
Chris Walsh
Thomas West
Erik White
Carol & Craig Winter 
Astrid & Matthew Womble
Yablon Foundation
Marc Yagjian
Tamar Yagliyan
Diane & Greg Yazujian
Houry Youssoufian
Natalie Zakarian
Thalin Zarmanian
Judith Saryan & Victor Zarougian 
Eugenie Zartarian
Virginia & Bedros Zerdelian
Anthony Zisa
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Many Ways to Support COAF and Its Critical Work
Sponsorship Project
For $1 per day, you will be able to enrich the lives of children in the six villages of the Model Cluster. By participating in this 
program, your contribution will be used to provide health care, nutritious food and education as well as access to clean water, 
agricultural assistance and medical care for the entire community. 

Naming Opportunities
To leave a permanent legacy in support of the children of Armenia, donors may decide to name a building, a classroom, a clinic 
or other critical facility, such as: 

The COAF Library Project 
In order to provide village students with the tools and materials necessary to improve the quality and scope of their education, 
COAF has establishing the Library Project. Our goal is to ensure that school libraries across the Model Cluster are supplied with 
dictionaries, atlases, fiction and non-fiction collections—so that students have the academic resources to explore history, learn 
new languages and stimulate their own creativity and imaginations. To help with this challenge, contributions will be accepted 
for the acquisition of new books, manuals, workbooks, CDs/ DVDs, audio-visual equipment, shelving and library naming 
opportunities. 

Matching Gifts
A corporate matching gift program is a wonderful opportunity to increase the impact of a personal contribution. Many 
corporations (large and small) will match, dollar-for-dollar, the contributions made by employees to charitable organizations— 
various companies even match volunteer hours or donations made by spouses, retirees and board members. In taking advantage 
of your company’s matching gift benefits, you may be able to drastically amplify the impact of your contribution by doubling 
or even tripling your donation. If you are eligible for matching gift benefits, please request a matching gift form from your 
employer and include the completed form with your gift—COAF deeply appreciates your extra efforts.

In Celebration, Memory and Honor
COAF is honored to accept donations that mark special occasions or give tribute to friends and family. When you give a gift to 
honor someone close to you for a birthday, an anniversary, a wedding, to celebrate the birth of a baby, a graduation or another 
special occasion, COAF will send a letter acknowledging your donation to the person of your choice. A memorial donation is 
a very special way to commemorate a life—a donation to COAF in honor of a departed loved one will celebrate their life by 
giving vulnerable children a brighter future.

Planned and Legacy Giving
Planned giving is a unique opportunity for individuals to support COAF, now and in the future. By leaving a legacy with 
COAF, you become a perpetual part of COAF’s work, and a partner in ensuring that future generations of Armenian children 
will live in peace and prosperity. 

A village............................................$1,000,000 
School for 350 students........................$260,000 
School classroom...................................$14,000 
Hall of performing arts...........................$38,000 
Gym/sports facility.................................$40,000 

Music room in school.............................$20,000 
Kindergarten for 50 children................$125,000 
Kindergarten group room......................$20,000 
Kindergarten playground.......................$10,000 
Cultural community center...................$250,000 

Library and technology center...............$50,000 
Village Internet connectivity..................$10,000 
Primary health care unit........................$70,000 
Residential building (16 families)........$140,000 
Public bath for the community...............$45,000 

If you are interested in supporting COAF in these or other ways,  
please call (212) 994-8234 to set up your participation.
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